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1 Introduction
GL2U is an open source python package, which is capable of computing upper and
lower probabilities [1] for non-separately speci�ed, non-binary credal nets [3]. The
framework of GL2U combines the local speci�cation [2], the binarization [4] and the
loopy 2U inference [5] process. Currently, we only implement algorithms for inference
on interval and separately-speci�ed non-binary models, additional algorithms should
be added in later updates.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of GL2U algorithm. The input model can be converted to sepa-
rately speci�ed binary CN through either separated local speci�cation and binarization
or one pass transformation.
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2 File Formats
GL2U support two types of model �les: the bif/cif format and xbif/xcif format.
For de�nition of such format, please refer to document of JavaBayes [8]. All parsers
are de�ned in the folder parsers. For bif/cif �les, we use a hand written parser;
for xbif/xcif format, we use the standard xml.sax library, so it is capable of
scanning large model description �les.
To specify evidence, just write a simple text �le indicate the variable and observed

value, one observation per line. Here is an example:
variable0 state0
variable20 state2
variable37 state1

...

Sometimes, it is important to specify which variables are we interested in. To do
so, we have to write a task �le, each line suggests a variable that we are interested in.
For example, we can write a task �le to compute the posterior probability intervals of
variable0 and variable2 only:

variable0

variable2

The reason to use a task �le is that it can greatly reduce the indicator variables
generated during the binarization process, hence signi�cantly accelerating the compu-
tation.

3 Algorithms
All the tranformation algorithms are implemented in transform.py. The main al-
gorithms are:

� binarize(net): perform approximate binarization, the result is an interval
model;

� bin_local_spec(net): perform the one pass binarization and local speci-
�cation, the result is a credal net containing only vacuous and precise probabili-
ties.

GL2U employs LRS [9] package to convert interval de�nitions into credal set de�-
nitions. The LRS package is interfaced in wrapper.py. The convertion is de�ned in
interval.py, the main functions are:

� to_bin_ln(net): convert a credal set de�nition into an interval de�nition.

� to_credal_lu(net_l, net_u): convert to credal de�nition using lower
and upper models.

The loopy 2U propagation is performed by directly calling 2UBayes [7]. For more
details, please refer to documentation of 2UBayes.
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4 Command Line
GL2U can be invoked as a command line tool. The original command line help string
is:

gl2u [-j] [-n cif j -i head j -s itv j -xn xcif j -xi head
j -xs xitv] [-e evi] [-t tsk] [-o result] [-bin j -lsb]

-n : specify a cif file
-i : specify file name header for a pair of interval files
-s : specify a single interval cif file
-xn : specify a xcif file
-xi : specify a file name header for a pair of

interval xcif files
-xs : specify a single interval xcif file
-j : read the input file using JavaBayes order
-e : specify an evidence file
-t : specify interested variables

(to avoiding unnecessary indicators)
-o : specify an result file
-bin : inference using binarization + L2U
-lsb : inference using localization + binarization + L2U

cif : cif file name
head : header of interval file name, the interval files

are headLB.bif and headUB.bif
itv : interval cif file name
xcif : xcif file name
xhead : header of interval xbif file name, the interval

files are xheadLB.xbif and xheadUB.xbif
xitv : interval xcif file name
evi : evidence file
tsk : task file name

result : result file

The command line tool accepting 3 types of input:

� A single, standard cif or xcif �le which contains the vertex de�nition of each
credal sets;

� A pair of bif or xbif �le which shares the same �le name header and adds
LB and UB to theif �le name (eg. alarmLBr.bif and alarmUB.bif, where
alarm is the common �le header). This represents an interval model. The lower
�le speci�es the lower probabilities of all intervals and the upper �le speci�es
the upper probabilities1.

� An interval cif or xcif �le, where each probability contains exactly two ta-
bles, where the �rst table speci�es the lower values of the probability intervals
and the second speci�es the upper values.

1Note that the de�nition of lower and upper �les is different from what in 2UBayes, where the lower and
upper �les are all valid Bayesian networks, and the lower �le contains the distributions with smaller �rst
value. In GL2U, the lower and upper �les are no longer valid Bayesian networks, and the lower �le contains
all the lower probabilities of each intervals. It is because the de�nition of lower and upper �les would not
work if variables are not binary.
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Figure 2: Example credal net

There are two main versions of bif and xbif format, which employs different
table arrangements. For example, the one used in standard JavaBayes suggests that we
arrange the probability value of Pr(AjB) as:

table Pr(ajb) Pr(aj:b) Pr(:ajb) Pr(:aj:b)
However, in some other places, the bif or xbif �les are provided in a more

natural order:
table Pr(ajb) Pr(:ajb) Pr(aj:b) Pr(:aj:b)
The latter arrangement is the default in GL2U. Add the -j option if the �le uses

the JavaBayes arrangement.

5 Example
The following example illustrates how to use the command line tool of GL2U. The
credal net is de�ned by test4s.cif, which is an example in [6]:

network "test4s" { }
variable "A" { type discrete[2] { "0" "1" }; }
variable "B" { type discrete[2] { "0" "1" }; }
variable "C" { type discrete[2] { "0" "1" }; }
variable "D" { type discrete[2] { "0" "1" }; }
probability ( "A" ) {
table 0.6 0.4;
table 0.5 0.5; }
probability ( "B" ) {
table 0.4 0.6;
table 0.3 0.7; }
probability ( "C" "A" "B" ) {
table 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.7;
table 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.9; }
probability ( "D" "A" "B" ) {
table 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.9 0.1;

table 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.2; }

The most simple way of invoking GL2U inference is use the following command
line:

gl2u -n test4s.cif -o test4s.result -bin
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Since the network is itself binary, the binarization is not performed, and the infer-
ence result is in test4s.result:

Pr(A = 0 j e) : [0.500, 0.600]
Pr(A = 1 j e) : [0.400, 0.500]
Pr(B = 0 j e) : [0.300, 0.400]
Pr(B = 1 j e) : [0.600, 0.700]
Pr(C = 0 j e) : [0.295, 0.544]
Pr(C = 1 j e) : [0.456, 0.705]
Pr(D = 0 j e) : [0.480, 0.640]

Pr(D = 1 j e) : [0.360, 0.520]

Now, suppose that we observed A = 1, D = 0 then we write the evidence �le
test4s.evi:

A 1

D 0

And the command line:
gl2u -n test4s.cif -e test4s.evi -o test4s.result -bin

The output now is:
Pr(A = 1 j e) : <observed>
Pr(B = 0 j e) : [0.222, 0.368]
Pr(B = 1 j e) : [0.632, 0.778]
Pr(C = 0 j e) : [0.122, 0.337]
Pr(C = 1 j e) : [0.663, 0.878]

Pr(D = 0 j e) : <observed>

Further more, suppose that we are only interested in the probability of B, we can
write a task �le test4s.tsk containing a string "B" only, and write the command
line:

gl2u -n test4s.cif -e test4s.evi -t test4s.tsk -o test4s.result -bin

The output is:
Pr(B = 0 j e) : [0.222, 0.368]

Pr(B = 1 j e) : [0.632, 0.778]
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